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Brands wanting to improve their online grocery 
marketing strategy to leverage the full capabilities 
of a digital transformation use 
Fast Commerce Grocery, a custom solution based 
on Salesforce Commerce Cloud to accelerate 
growth. Fast Commerce Grocery allows global 
retailers to expand digital capabilities at a lower 
cost and reduced time to market. 

The ecommerce solution offers supermarket 
industry-specific customizations within 
Fast Commerce Grocery including tailor-made 
architecture, pricebook management, content 
management, and store-specific data management 
along with a connector for third-party integrations.

4 INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC 
ECOMMERCE CUSTOMIZATIONS 
FOR ONLINE GROCERS TO 
DEPLOY RAPIDLY 

1. TAILOR-MADE 
ARCHITECTURE

2. PRICEBOOK 
MANAGEMENT

3. CONTENT 
MANAGEMENT

4. STORE-SPECIFIC 
DATA MANAGEMENT

Website architecture allows a retail 
brand to manage as much as 750 stores 
with more than 250,000 products from 
a single catalog.

Product availability is determined by 
the pricebook assigned to each store. If 
the price is higher than zero, then the 
product is marked as ‘available’ for that 
specific store.

Store-based content is implemented by 
using dynamic customer groups 
defined for each store. Store-specific 
content is displayed using content slot 
configurations that are customer-group 
specific.

Basic information on the store, and 
delivery and payment methods are 
managed using 
Salesforce Commerce Cloud store 
objects at the store level. 

an increase in online audience and sales

improved customer service

a unified view of customer data

improved delivery process

increased customer satisfaction

When implementing Fast Commerce Grocery, 
grocery retail merchants have realized:

IMPROVE THE ONLINE
GROCERY SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE
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Additionally, grocers can link to a wide variety of dedicated systems and third-party 
integrations such as customer management, order management, wish list and 
timeslots management.

Many global online grocery markets find their ecommerce systems lack the necessary 
flexibility to meet their company’s business needs and keep up with their company’s 
growth. OSF Digital has a deep understanding of pain points, challenges and objectives 
in the supermarket retail industry and delivers some of the most extensive projects in 
the commerce space, helping manage multiple brands within a single site.

Identify closest store Closest stores are 
identified by location.
Each store has its own
site / inventory / promotions

Multi-level menu placed on
the left side for ease of use

Select a store

Multi-level
left-hand side map

ENGAGECustomization
Complexity

HIGHLOW

Add products by weight Grocery products can be
bought by weight and packs.
The cart supports dozens
of entries.Add up to 100

products in cart

SHOPCustomization
Complexity

HIGHLOW

WHAT FAST COMMERCE GROCERY CAN DO FOR 
YOUR ORGANIZATION

Quick view/Update cart

Add products from
category page

Average time to build an
order is one of the key KPI’s:
easily add / remove / update
products in the cart

Shopping lists

Family profile

Ability to create / manage shopping
lists for fast shopping experience.
Family profiles to share shopping
lists / accumulate loyalty points
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Purchase by recipe Enhanced shopping experience. 
Able to suggest products

Ratings and reviews

Enhanced
filtering options

Built-in ratings and review
integration powered by YotPo

Able to search by name
considering catalog size

Multiple
fulfillment options

Fulfillment options are:
   pick up in store,
   pick up from warehouse / location,   
   home delivery.
Location and delivery / pick up time 
can be added.

Select pick up
date and time

CHECKOUT

Packaging instructions can be added,
for example "don't use plastic."

Add packaging
instructions

Customization
Complexity

HIGHLOW

Each store can configure payment options: 
loyalty points, cash, credit card, etc.

Store specific
payment options

What Makes Selling Groceries Online Challenging?

VOLUMES

OSF Standard
Approach

OSF & Salesforce
Joint Approach

Orders

Products

Order Products

Promotions

350 000 orders / month
500 orders / hour
PEAK: more than 10 000 orders / 

More than 250 000 products in total
Average of 15 000 products / store

50 products ordered on average

800 active
promotions / individual store

Grocery Retailer

Customers

Stores

1.7 mil online customers, from a
total of 16 million customers

750 stores and growing

h



ABOUT OSF DIGITAL
 

OSF Digital, winner of the 2019 Partner Innovation Award in the category of Customer 360, the 
2018 Salesforce Lightning Bolt Trailblazer Award for Retail and Salesforce’s 2016 Partner 
Innovation Award in Retail, is a leading global commerce solutions company providing 

technology, consulting, implementation and online shop management services to emerging 
and premier brands and merchants. Our agile approach allows us to scale global growth more 

quickly and enable companies to enhance the customer experience. With over 250 ongoing 
projects and eight years of worldwide deployments, OSF Commerce delivers connected 

commerce solutions across channels, devices and locales.
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Expand your digital capabilities at a lower cost and reduced time to market.

Schedule Live Demo

OSF Digital excels at defining and delivering industry-specific strategies, which result
in higher average monthly revenues, increases to visits per week and monthly active
promotions. OSF’s dynamic and experienced team is supportive, forward-thinking and
solution-driven and has created first-of-its-kind in the grocery, retail, and commerce
space. To accelerate your online grocery sales growth, see Fast Commerce Grocery in 
action for yourself. 
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